Live Auction:

**Farmer:**


L2. A Night with the Dean! Bowling and beers with Dean John Farmer for 2 teams of 4 people. *Minimum Bid: $150 Donated by Dean John Farmer.*

L3. So You Think You Can Sing? Test your singing skills with a three-hour Karaoke party for 10 with food and modest bar with Professor Henderson. *Minimum Bid: $150. Donated by Professor Taja-Nia Henderson.*

L4. Poker Night with the Rutgers Pro! Play a poker game with Professor Raveson and up to 6 students. The game includes snacks and the stakes can be decided together. *Minimum Bid: $125. Donated by Professor Raveson.*

L5. Barnegat Bay Boating Cruise. Enjoy an afternoon or early evening cruise this summer season on the Obie 1, a 34-foot power boat out of Barnegat Bay, New Jersey. The winning bidders will receive a three-hour cruise for up to 5 people, including fuel, snacks, and refreshments. *Minimum Bid: $200. Donated by Tim Oberleiten.*

L6. Dinner with Deutsch. Professor Deutsch invites up to 4 lucky winners to enjoy dinner with him in the famed Ironbound District, renowned for its Portuguese and Spanish cuisine. *Donated by Professor Stuart Deutsch.*

**Mark:**

L7. Vineyard Ventures. A wine tasting for up to 6 hosted by Dean Mark. Designed around the preferences of the purchasers, whether experienced or new to wine. *Minimum Bid: $250. Donated by Dean Gregory Mark.*

L8. A Brooklyn Bash! Dinner for up to 4 students with Professor Ball at his Brooklyn home with unlimited wine and discussion. It’ll be a ball! *Minimum Bid: $100. Donated by Professor Carlos Ball.*

L9. Summer in Style #1! Vacation home in Southampton over 4th of July or Labor Day! House is a 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath ranch with deck and outdoor shower in a private waterfront community about 5 miles north of Village of Southampton and ocean beaches. House is in wooded areas in walking distance to beach! *Minimum Bid: $500. Donated by Georgina Nemecek.*

L10. It's Greek to Me. Enjoy a home cooked Greek vegetarian dinner or brunch for six. The meal includes spanakopita (spinach pie), Greek salad, and baklava. *Minimum Bid: $125. Donated by Professor Penny Venetis.*

L11. Get Away in Cape May #1! One weekend stay at the Ocean Club Hotel in Cape May, a boutique hotel with views of the ocean and complimentary beach cocktail service. No blackout dates. *Minimum Bid: $250. Donated by Mergim Tafilaj.*

L12. Flying High over NYC Again. Up to five people will ascend to new heights with an aerial tour of New York City. The flight can take place any time convenient for the high bidder(s) (weather permitting), and may depart from either Morristown Municipal Airport or Essex County Airport in Caldwell. *Minimum Bid: $250. Donated by Christopher T. Karounos, Esq.*

L13. Dean Mark Masterpiece! Framed original ink and watercolor cartoon of our own beloved and nearly departed Vice Dean Gregory Mark. *Minimum Bid: $200. Painted and donated by Assistant Dean Andy Rothman.*

**Kettle:**

L14. A Bicycle Built for Six. It wouldn’t be a PILF auction without Professor Tractenberg’s personally-led bicycle tour and lunch for 6! Your trip will be held in the Hamptons or Western N.J., with exact date, time, and location to be determined. *Minimum Bid: $150. Donated by Professor Paul Tractenberg.*

L15. Find your Shaker of Salt in the Florida Keys! Four-day, three-night vacation in Duck Key, FL at Villas at Hawk's Cay. 2 master bedrooms, 2 baths, sleeps 6. Watch the sunset from this condo’s waterfront porch. *Minimum Bid: $400. Donated by Michele Potvin Piecuch and Dr. Joseph Piecuch.*


L17. Veg Out with Francione! Dinner for 4 students, with Professors Gary Francione and Anna Charlton at Veggie Heaven in Upper Montclair. *Minimum Bid: $100. Donated by Professors Gary Francione and Anna Charlton.*


---

1 Disclaimer: items and minimum bids are still being finalized.
L20. **Mexico Trip from BiddingforGood.**  

**Bouchoux:**

L21. **Don’t be a Drag, Just be a Queen!** Enjoy a three-course dinner and drinks followed by a highly stylized musical performance at LIPS on the Upper East Side with the four newest faculty members: Profs. Ondersma, Weisbord, Ho, and Henderson. *Minimum Bid: $200. Donated by Professor Chrystin Ondersma, Professor Reid Weisbord and Professor Christina Ho.*

L23. **Inspiring Brunch.** Join Professor Safrin for brunch at her home with Professor Hames – an international expert on motion pictures – followed by a trip to the Thomas Edison Laboratory. For up to 8 people. *Minimum Bid: $150. Donated by Professor Safrin.*


L26. **The “Liquid Lunch Defense!”** Enjoy lunch for two at an undisclosed location in Newark with a select (but anonymous) group of public defenders. (But seriously, please arrange to take public transportation home.) *Minimum Bid: $75. Donated by Professor John McMahon.*


L28. **Summer in Style in Southampton!** Vacation home in Southampton over 4th of July or Labor Day! House is a 3 Bedroom, 2 Bath ranch with deck and outdoor shower in a private waterfront community about 5 miles north of Village of Southampton and ocean beaches. House is in wooded areas in walking distance to beach! *Minimum Bid: $500. Donated by Georgina Nemecek.*

L29. **Sushi Time with the Rothmans!** Dinner for up to six students at Dean Rothman’s whacky house in Princeton with the cool kitchen, where we together will make a Japanese dinner, including design-your-own makis, handrolls, etc. Sake is promised! *Minimum Bid: $125. Donated by Assistant Dean Andy Rothman.*

**Rothman:**

L30. **Legendary Lunch** Lunch for four with Professor Braff and various paraphernalia from his son, Zach Braff. *Minimum bid: $100. Donated by Professor Braff.*

L31. **Spice Up Your Evening!** Dinner for 4 students with Professor Kim at Rosa Mexicana in the city. *Minimum Bid: $120. Donated by Professor Suzanne Kim.*

L32. **Take a Break by the Lake.** Get away to a Lake Owassa, New Jersey vacation home for a three-day, two-night weekend stay. Also includes a boat to use on the lake! For 6 – 8 people. *Minimum Bid: $225. Donated by Ann Sorrel.*

L33. **Ask for the Askins!** Enjoy an incomparable brunch for 4 with Profs. Frank and Marilyn Askin at their Monroe Township home. *Minimum Bid: $100. Donated by Frank and Marilyn Askin.*

L34. **Break Bread with the Pope!** Dinner for four students at famed Mesob Ethiopian Restaurant in Montclair with Professor Pope and his wife. *Minimum Bid: $100. Donated by Professor James Pope.*

L35. **Get Away in Cape May #2!** One weekend stay at the Hotel Alcott in Cape May, a restored Italianate-bracketed villa just steps from the Atlantic Ocean. No blackout dates. *Minimum Bid: $250. Donated by Mergim Taflaj.*

**Silent Auction:**

**Entertainment, Sports and Leisure Auction**

E1. **J-E-T-S JETS! JETS! JETS!** Own a piece of history. Support your team with a signed replica Jets football. Will the Jets’ ball go for more than the Giants? *Donated by the Jets.*

Minimum bid: $125  
Increments of: $25  
Value: $280

E2. **Let’s Go G-Men!** Collect our own piece of history. Support your team with an embossed Giants football. Will the Giants’ ball go for more than the Jets? *Donated by the Giants.*

Minimum bid: $125  
Increments of: $25  
Value: $280

E3. **A Devil of a Deal.** 4 tickets to see the New Jersey Devils take on the New York Islanders at the Prudential Center on March 30th. *Donated by The New Jersey Devils.*

Minimum bid: $100  
Increments of: $15  
Value: $340
E4. **Let's Go Mets!** 2 behind-the-plate tickets to the Mets vs. Nats game on May 19th. Order Shake Shack from you seats and cheer on the Amazin's! *Donated by Hughes Hubbard and Reed.*
Minimum bid: $100
Increments of: $15
Value: $360

E5. **Go Nets!** 2 tickets to see the Nets take on LeBron James, Dwayne Wade, and the Miami Heat on April 3rd at 6pm. *Donated by Ian Epstein.*
Minimum bid: $70
Increments of: $10
Value: $140

E6. **A Round of Golf with 2 Outstanding N.J. Public Servants!** Enjoy a round of golf with former CEO of the Schools Development Authority and former Commissioner of N.J. Dept. of Transportation, Kris Kolluri, and former Assistant Attorney General, Bill Harla. *Donated by Kris Kolluri and Bill Harla.*
Minimum bid: $75
Increments of: $5
Value: $125

E7. **Get a Hole in One at the Paramus Golf Course.** Green fees for 2 and a riding cart gift certificate at the Paramus Golf Course. **Bonus!** Take 4 of your non-golfing spouses, friends, and kids and let them play mini golf as you shoot for your hole in one. *Donated by the Paramus Golf Course.*
Minimum bid: $80
Increments of: $10
Value: $160

E8. **On Thin Ice.** 10 ice-skating passes for hockey or figure skating at Aspen Ice in Flemington, N.J. *Donated by Steve Armstrong.*
Minimum bid: $45
Increments of: $5
Value: $80

E9. **Memphis on Broadway Tickets.** Two Orchestra tickets to the 2010 Tony Award-winning Best Musical *Memphis*, which features music by Bon Jovi, on April 7th at 8 pm. The *NY Times* called it a new musical "plenty of energetic choreography and a talented, appealing, hard-charging cast that holds the attention. It evokes the powerhouse funk of James Brown, the hot guitar riffs of Chuck Berry, the smooth harmonies of The Temptations, the silken, bouncy pop of the great girl groups of the period." *Donated by Joseph and Connie DeFazio.*
Minimum bid: $100
Increments of: $10
Value: $253

Minimum bid: $25
Increments of: $5
Value: $50

E11. **A Spiderman Adventure on Broadway!** 4 tickets to one of the most talked about Broadway shows of the last decade. With music by Bono and stunts you won't forget, enjoy a night of thrill, directed by acclaimed Broadway director Julie Taymore at *Spiderman: Turn Off the Dark!* *Donated by Jessica Kitson.*
Minimum bid: $200
Increments of: $25
Value: $550.

E12. **Night at the Met 1.** 2 tickets to the opera of Shakespeare’s most famous love story *Romeo et Juliette* on March 22nd at 8:00 p.m. at the Metropolitan Opera. *Donated by Professor Ho.*
Minimum bid: $30
Increments of: $5
Value: $60

E13. **Night at the Met 2.** 2 tickets to famous composer Richard Strauss’ *Capriccio* on April 19th at 8:30 p.m. at the Metropolitan Opera. *Donated by Professor Ho.*
Minimum bid: $30
Increments of: $5
Value: $60

E14. **Listen to the Music by New Jersey's Best Vocalists!** 2 ticket vouchers for subscriptions to the 2011-2012 New Jersey Choral Society season, including *Off to Oz* – a medley of *The Wizard of Oz, Wicked,* and *The Wiz.* *Donated by the New Jersey Choral Society and Roberta Wallis.*
Minimum bid: $40
Increments of: $10
Value: $105

E15. **Night at the Theater with Academy Award Winner Marisa Tomei!** 2 tickets to the New Group performance of *Marie and Bruce,* a comedic masterpiece of marital strife recounts the day that Marie (Marisa Tomei) finally resolves to tell her charming and impossibly positive husband Bruce (Frank Whaley) that she's had enough. *Donated by Laura Padilla.*
Minimum bid: $50
Increments of: $10
Value: $122.50

Minimum bid: $50
Increments of: $5
Value: $100

S6. No Habla Español? Up to 10,000 words of Spanish to English translation. At donor’s discretion, an English to Spanish project may be negotiated. This item may be divided into separate items of no fewer than 2,000 words each to better match the interest of bidders. *Donated by Michael Bittoni.*

Minimum bid: $300
Increments of: $50
Value: $2,000

S7. Study Like A Pro, with or without Caffeine! Bid on this scholar’s workbench and you could win a key to online BlueBook for one year, 1 reserved study carrel for the year, 6 pre-selected scholarly treatises (or 6 of your choice from gift selection), 12 cups of coffee/tea and 12 snacks from the Library Coffee Bar, and 3 hours of individualized research support from a library liaison. *Donated by Carol Roehrenbeck and the Rutgers Law Library.*

Minimum bid: $30
Increments of: $10
Value: $100

S8. Get Fit and Run Like the Wind! Get ready for a 10k or half marathon with your entry fees covered, training, and a friend to cheer for you at the finish line! This will include regimented training sessions to get you on path to finish the race of your choice, tailored for your specific needs. *Donated by Nari Wang.*

Minimum bid: $30
Increments of: $5
Value: $80

S9. Fishing Trip on the Round Valley Reservoir! Try your luck catching bass at the Round Valley Reservoir in N.J. Take a break from fishing with a picnic lunch. The boat fits one comfortably, but could fit two. Trip includes all fishing gear and lunch; just bring your fishing license. *Donated by Doug Stollen.*

Minimum bid: $30
Increments of: $5
Value: $80

S1. 90-Minute Deep Tissue Massage! The law profession is stressful – Who knew! Step back and relax for a moment by treating yourself or a friend to a 90-minute deep tissue massage with a licensed massage therapist from Vivify Massage Therapy. *Donated by Melina D’Arduini.*

Minimum bid: $50
Increments of: $5
Value: $90

S2. Unwind and Relax Treat yourself to a spa day with a $100 gift card to Spa Finder. *Donated by Stephanie Richman.*

Minimum bid: $50
Increments of: $5
Value: $100

S3. Puppy Training, Everyone Needs One. Stop your dog from chewing on your shoes and peeing on the carpet with three, one-hour training sessions. Good for young dogs and as a refresher! *Donated by Robyn Monaco.*

Minimum bid: $80
Increments of: $10
Value: $150


Minimum bid: $120
Increments of: $10
Value: $200

S5. It Don’t Mean a Thing if it Ain’t Got That Swing. Two hours of Swing Dance lessons. Learn the basic step, turns, jumps, and other moves; East Coast Swing, Lindy Hop, Charleston, and more. Great for beginner or intermediate dancers – no experience or partner required. For up to 20 people. *Donated by Brett Pugach.*

Minimum bid: $25
Increments of: $5
Value: $50

S10. Deep Tissue Massage! The law profession is stressful – Who knew! Step back and relax for a moment by treating yourself or a friend to a 90-minute deep tissue massage with a licensed massage therapist from Vivify Massage Therapy. *Donated by Melina D’Arduini.*

Minimum bid: $50
Increments of: $5
Value: $90

F1. French Dining on the NYC Skyline! Enjoy succulent French food prepared by acclaimed gastronome Alex Daku at Le Jardin in Edgewater, N.J. with stunning views of the Manhattan skyline with a $150 gift certificate. Piano bars on Friday and Saturday nights. *Donated by Mergim Tafilaj.*

Minimum bid: $80
Increments of: $5
Value: $150

F2. Delicious Lunch. Take a lunch break with soup, sandwich and beverage for two at The Coffee Cave. *Donated by Coffee Cave.*

Minimum bid: $20
Increments of: $5
Value: $40
**F3. Chocolate Craving** Curb your craving with a dozen brownies from Harvest Table. *Donated by Harvest Table.*
- Minimum bid: $10
- Increments of: $2
- Value: $24

**F4. Lunch With Friends** Lunch for four with one drink at your favorite local bar, McGoverns. *Donated by McGoverns.*
- Minimum bid: $25
- Increments of: $5
- Value: $50

**F5. Perfect Pizza** Five large pizzas from Roberts. *Donated by Roberts.*
- Minimum bid: $25
- Increments of: $5
- Value: $55

**F6. Hoboken Happy Hour!** Treat yourself and friends to $50 of drinks at Texas Arizona in Hoboken. *Donated by Texas Arizona.*
- Minimum bid: $15
- Increments of: $5
- Value: $50

**F7. Healthy Snack** Help yourself to a delicious healthy treat with a $25 gift certificate to Health Foods. *Donated by Health Foods.*
- Minimum bid: $10
- Increments of: $2
- Value: $25

**F8. International Eats!** Traditional home-cooked, delicious Filipino meal for 4. Menu and dates can be arranged so they are mutually convenient. You will not want to miss out on the lumpia! *Donated by Ione Curva.*
- Minimum bid: $20
- Increments of: $5
- Value: $50

**H1. Diamonds Are A Girl's Best Friend.** $50 Gift certificate to Pink Calyx online for your choice of rings, necklaces, bracelets, and more! *Donated by BiddingforGood.com.*
- Minimum bid: $20
- Increments of: $5
- Value: $50

**H2. Dry Off in Style!** Custom monogrammed set of towels, including two bath towels, two hand towels, and two washcloths. Your choice of towel and monogram color and style – yeah, it’s all about you! *Donated by Alex Miller.*
- Minimum bid: $60
- Increments of: $5
- Value: $100

- Minimum bid: $50
- Increments of: $5
- Value: $100

**H4. Relax with Lavender...** Lavender gift basket from the premiere New Jersey Lavender Farm. Gift basket includes organic lavender oils, scents, all-natural soaps, and organic creams; organic lavender body and linen spray; and organic honey straight from natural bee hives located on the farm. What could be better! *Donated by Ellen Karcher.*
- Minimum bid: $60
- Increments of: $5
- Value: $100

**H5. Drink Up!** Drink your favorite beer out of six new Peroni glasses. Great for the Italian beer lover out there! *Anonymous Donor.*
- Minimum bid: $15
- Increments of: $5
- Value: $35

**H6. Home Improvement.** Complete your home toolkit with an 11-piece combination wrench set, quick-slide sliding pocket utility knife, and ratchet set. It’ll come in handy when you least expect it. *Donated by Grainger.*
- Minimum bid: $30
- Increments of: $5
- Value: $60

- Minimum bid: $15
- Increments of: $5
- Value: $30

**H8. A Custom Fit** Custom hand knit men’s or women’s sweater in size and color of winner’s choosing. *Donated by Melanie Willette.*
- Minimum bid: $50
- Increments of:
- Value: $400

- Minimum bid: $20
- Increments of: $5
- Value: $40

- Minimum bid: $20
- Increments of: $5
- Value: $40
Minimum bid: $20
Increments of: $5
Value: $40

Minimum bid: $20
Increments of: $5
Value: $45

Minimum bid: $35
Increments of: $5
Value: $60

Minimum bid: $200
Increments of: $10
Value: $350

H15. Beautiful Glassware from Jerusalem. Decorate your home with two glass trays made in Jerusalem decorated with scenes from Jerusalem. Can’t find this in the United States! Donated by Professor Sandy Freund.
Minimum bid: $50
Increments of: $5
Value: $80

Minimum bid: $30
Increments of: $5
Value: $50

H17. Mercier Makeup 2. Give your eyes that extra spark with the Kooba for Laura Mercier Limited Edition makeup color palette. Donated by Christine Phelan.
Minimum bid: $30
Increments of: $5
Value: $50

Minimum bid: $30
Increments of: $5
Value: $50

H19. Picture Perfect Decorate your home with two photos of the New York City skyline taken from Hoboken. Donated by Andrea Giampoli.
Minimum bid: $50
Increments of: $5
Value: $100

Memorabilia and Collections Auction

M1. Own a Piece of SCOTUS History! Impress visitors to your home or office with this authenticated and appraised autographed photo of the Roberts’ Court (III). Autographed in order with Justices Alito, Ginsberg, Breyer, Sotomayor, Kennedy, Stevens, Roberts, Scalia, and Thomas. Donated by Alex and Sue Sharpe.
Minimum bid: $1,750
Increments of: $100
Value: $2,750

Minimum bid: $175
Increments of: $25
Value: $350

Minimum bid: $25
Increments of: $5
Value: $75

Minimum bid: $25
Increments of: $5
Value: $75

M5. Show Your Spirit Rutgers Law sweatshirt, two Rutgers Law t-shirts, a Rutgers Law coffee mug, and four tote bags. Donated by Matt Coffey of New Jersey Books, Inc.
Minimum bid: $60
Increments of: $5
Value: $125

M6. Book Worm and Proud! An hour with rare books Professor Axle-Lute, who will show up to 3 people a dozen or more of the most interesting items in the Law Library’s special collections. Donated by Professor Paul Axel-Lute.
Minimum bid: $25
Increments of: $5
Value: $50

M7. Read Up A series of books relating to Middle Eastern studies. Donated by Daniel Schoenberg.
Minimum bid: $60
Increments of: $5
Value: $100

Minimum bid: $50
Increments of: $5
Value: $100
**M9. LSRJ Grab Bag!** Show your pride with an LSRJ tote bag and goodies. *Donated by LSRJ.*
Minimum bid: $20
Increments of: $5
Value: $40

**BarBri Board**

**BB1. Beat the Bar!** Beat the Bar with this $1,500 discount tuition certificate! 10 available. *Donated by BarBri.*
Minimum bid: $500
Increments of: $100
Value: $1,500

**BB2. Lower the Bar!** Use this $250 or $300 Gift Certificate towards any BarBri course. 4 available for $250 and one for $300. *Donated by BarBri.*
Minimum bid: $100
Increments of: $25
Value: $300
Minimum bid: $75
Increments of: $25
Value: $250